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Introduction 
 
This raport covers the activities related to the organisation of the task defined in the documment 
„Detailed Description of the Project” (official version) as one of the activities of the WP3: 
Developpment (see pp.79-72 of 105). Its role was to supply a training opportunity  addressed 
to the CA partner university academic staff involved in CLASS activities. Each of  the seven 
CA universities of the CLASS was oblidged to delegate a team of „two Linguists and three 
IT specialists.” In principle, „this staff will be involved in obtaining outcome 3.3 which is 
developed NLP tools” (the outcome of the action of WP3.2 is described as „Trained staff for 
developing NLP tools.”). 
 
Task realisation description 
 
Realisation of the training task was organized in tree parts: preparation, training, post training 
activity. The overall organisation of the work was done by Zygmunt Vetulani (as a part of its 
management duties), but the remaining AMU CLASS Team members were consulted several 
times, especially during the preparation period. 
 

PREPARATION PERIOD 
 

The preparation period started in December 2018.  
 
Questionnaire 
The first preparative action was distribution of Questionnaire (see  Annex 1) send to all 
concerned CA partners in order provide the training organizers with basic professional 
information about the attenders necessary to define a program being an answer to the real needs. 
A profile of expected attenders was built on the basis of the answers to the following questions. 
 
1) Personal data of participants (first name, second name, birth date) 
2) Language competence:  
- mother tongue: Kazakh, Russian or/and Uzbek (or other: ......)* 
- fluency level in English (written: good/acceptable); good spoken competence is mandatory 
3) Academic background: 
- linguistics AND/OR computer science (topics of interests and competence: 
software/hardware, familiarity  with used programming languages, operating systems 
(windows, linux, android), other 
4) University teaching experience: 
- in computational linguistics  
- in linguistics (list up to 5 topics with relation to the project area 
- in computer science (list up to 5 topics with relation to the project area 
5) Academic position: professor, associate professor/docent, assistant professor, lecturer, PhD 
student, student 
6) Role in the CLASS project: (coordinator, investigator/expert, administration worker) 
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7) Intended role in the future) implementation of the CL Master project:. 
The questionaiie was send by e-mail to: 
Urazboev Gayrat <gayrat71@mail.ru>,  
Matlatipov Gayrat <gayrat22@yahoo.com>,  
Otabek Yusupov <intdep@inbox.ru>,  
Abdurahmonova Nilufar <abdurahmonova.1987@mail.ru>,  
Mersaid Aripov <mirsaidaripov@mail.ru>,  
Sanatbek Matlatipov <mr.sanatbek@gmail.com>,  
Dilshod Abdullaev <dilshoddan@gmail.com>,  
Yelena Kandalina <yelenakandalina@yahoo.com>, ksuintrel@gmail.com,  
Altynbek Sharipbay <sharalt@mail.ru>,  
Rozamgul Niyazova <rozamgul@list.ru>,  
Ualsher Tukeyev <ualsher.tukeyev@gmail.com>,  
Malika Abdrakhmanova <lika.berik@gmail.com>, 
Diana Rakhimova <di.diva@mail.ru>,  
CC: 
International Projects USC <international.projects@usc.es>,  
Pablo Gamallo <pablo.gamallo@usc.es>. 
 

Dates  
- sending of questionnaire form: first sending Jan. 4, 2019, reminder Jan. 16, 2019 
- deadline for questionnaire answers: Jan. 31, 2019 
- first questionannaire recieved: 2019-01-28, last questionnaire reciever: 2019-04-24 
Number of questionnaires recieved: 37 
Notice: the delay of some answers (e.g. due to the modification of the list of the training 
participants) didn’t disturb the process of preparation to the training 
 
Invitations and visas 
All CA participants of the training requested invitations issued by the AMU. 
The invitations were prepared and send to the concerned CLASS training participants in form 
of paper originals and electronically (pdf). The PDF copie were also send to the Polish 
embassies in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan (in Nur-Sultan and Tashkent respectively). 
We were in direct contact with Polish Embassies for visas. 
 
 
Accomodation 
On our request, AMU offered accomodation in the AMU University Hotel at preferential price. 
Some of participants accepted this offer. 
We also informed the training participants about accomodation possibilities in Poznań at 
interesting price good locations. Most of participants preferred to find hotels individually in a 
standard way (e.g. Booking.com). 
 
 
TRAINING  
 
Dates  
Dates of the training were fixed to include 10 teaching days from May 19 to May 28 (incl). The 
first training day was also the last day of the LTC 2019 conference (9th Language and 
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Technology Conference: Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science 
and Linguisatics, May 17-19, 2019, Poznań, Poland). Most of the sessions of the last LTC 2019 
conference day were directly relating to the CLASS Training program and these part of LTC 
was free for the registered training participants. We also encuraged the CLASS training  
participant to benefit of the conference as full participants. As result they presented 4 research 
papers (12 authors). 
 
AGENDA 
 
The idea of the training program was to cover a possibly large spectrum of topics to relevant 
the intended CLASS PROJECT teaching program (in development). In particular, during the 
last two days the focus was on the issues of development of NLP tools to be used as teaching 
suport in the Master program. The NLP Tools workshop organised as the main event of the last 
training day (May 28). It was intended to open the discussion to be taken by the CA CLASS 
Partnes concerning the subtask WP3.3 (Developed 4 NLP tools for Uzbek and Kazakh 
languages). Preparation to this discussion within the delegations of CA universities was one of 
activities the day before (May 27). 
 
The general workplan for the 10 consecutive training /teaching/ days included: 
 

➢ Full day participation in LTC 2019 sessions (May 19) relevant to the teaching 
program sessions:  

•   Less-resourced languages;  
•   Build a deeper voice experience for Samusung Bixby Capsule /Presened by Samsung/;  
• Correcting Errors of ASR Contest; Turkic and other Agglutinative Languages as a 

Challenge for Language Industry;  
• Delyth Prys Invited Talk: Developing LTs for Less Resourced Languages; 

Parsing/Morphology;  
• CLASS Training Meeting at the LTC Closure session (Chaired by Prof. Dr. Zygmunt 

Vetulani) 
/all training participants received full LTC 2019 proceedings/ 

 
➢ Regular lectures (from May 20 to May 26) 

 

• Introduction and presentation of partners (Prof. Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani) 
 

• A tool for opinion corpora processing (Prof. Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani, Marta Witkowska) 
 

• eHumanities – invited lecture, plenary discussion (Prof. Belinda Maia) 
 

• Wordnet as a Lexical Database. Introduction to wordnet – lecture (Prof. Dr. Zygmunt 
Vetulani) 

 

• Machine Translation – lecture (Prof. Dr. Krzysztof Jassem) 
 

• Machine Translation – workshop (Dr. Filip Graliński) 
 

• Application of ontologies in e-learning and information systems (Dr. Hab. Jacek 
Marciniak) 
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• Correcting errors of ASR – lecture and workshop (Tomasz Ziętkiewicz) 
 

• Natural language processing techniques in application to the analysis of literary 
artworks – lecture (Dr. Marek Kubis) 

• Emotion analysis – lecture (Dr. Paweł Skórzewski) 
 

• Introduction to acoustic phonetics – lecture, workshop and supervised individual work 
(Dr. Jolanta Bachan) 
 

• Wordnet as a Lexical Database – lecture and workshop  (Dr. Hab. Agnieszka Kaliska) 
 

• PolNet using VisDic and DebVisic (Bartłomiej Kochanowski, Prof. Dr. Zygmunt 
Vetulani) 
 

• Multilingual dictionary and relational database – (Prof. Dr. Janusz Taborek) 
 

• Basic Linux tools for text processing – lecture, workshop and supervised individual 
work  (Dr. Tomasz Obrębski) 
 

• Presentation of POLINT-112-SMS system (Dr. Marek Kubis, Prof. Dr. Zygmunt 
Vetulani) 

 
➢ Special activities 

 

• Visit of the Poznań Center of Supercomputing and Network/PSNC (Poznańskie 
Centrum Superkomputerowo-Sieciowe/PCSS) (guided by Prof. Dr. Z. Vetulani) (May 
20, 2019, 10:00 – 12:00) 
https://www.psnc.pl/ 

 

• Visit of the AMU Sport School - Sport Gala National Fencing Championship (Finals) 
and Reception by the Deputy Rector Prof. Dr. Bogumiła Kaniewska (May 25, 
18:30-20:30) 
 

• Visit of the Poznań Science and Technology Park of the Adam Mickiewicz University 
Foundation (guided by Prof.Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani) (May 27, 9:00-12:00) 
https://ppnt.poznan.pl/en/ 
 

➢ NLP Tools Workshop  
 

• Preparation to the general presentation of the positions of all CA universities 
participating in the training, in individual CA university groups  (3 hours, May 27) 
 

• NLP Tools Workshop – presentation of teams and discussion (May 28, 9:00 – 11:00 
and 13:45 – 15:00) 

 
➢ Special meeting for CA teams leaders with the Deputy Rector for Research and 

International Cooperation Prof. Dr. Ryszard Naskręcki 
 

➢ Time for social activities /shopping, (individual) sightseeing, etc. 
 

• No training activities after 6 p.m. (excepted on May 19 and 25) 
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• Free slots: on May 20 from 12:00 to 16:00; on May 25 from 13:45  to 18:30 
 

• Shopping afternoons: on May 26: after 15; on May 22, 24, 27, 28: after 16:00 
 

➢ Closure by Zygmunt Vetulani (May 28, 15:00 – 15:15) 
 

 
Teaching 
 
All scheduled activities were mandatory, participation was controlled, lists of attendance 
(scans) were presented to the CLASS coordinator (USC) on 2019-07-19. We consider the 
attendance highly satisfactory. Rare absences were justified. In particular, lower attendance on 
the last training day (May 28) was due to the last minute flight reservation issues. This situation 
didn’t disturb the realisation of the teaching program. 
 
Activity of attenders, as reported by teachers, was very good. No problems were reported to the 
organisers by the attenders. 
 
Teachers 
 
Very limited budget allocated to CLASS Training did not permit us to hire external teachers 
being competent in the IT/CL domain. Our IT experts are very demanded in the world what 
makes that professional group is very expensive. To properly manage our commitment we had 
to mobilise our own, highly qualified, staff ready to provide their services against a symbolic 
remuneration (less than 50% of the market wages), or in some cases as volunteers.  
 
The training participants listened to the invited lectures given by: 
1) Prof. Delyth Prys from the Bangor University, UK (invited by LTC), 
2) Prof. Belinda Maia, drom University of Porto, Portugal (invited by AMU). 
 
The regular classes were conducted by lecturers from 
 
1) The Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science  
Dr. Filip Graliński 
Prof. UAM Dr. Hab. Krzysztof Jassem 
Bartłomiej Kochanowski (former AMU student, volunteer) 
Dr. Marek Kubis 
Dr. Hab. Jacek Marciniak 
Dr. Tomasz Obrębski 
Dr. Paweł Skórzewski 
Prof. Dr. Hab. Zygmunt Vetulani 
Tomasz Ziętkiewicz (former AMU student, volunteer) 
 
2) Faculty of Modern Languages 
Dr. Jolanta Bachan 
Dr. Hab. Agnieszka Kaliska 
Prof. Dr. Hab. Janusz Taborek 
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Dr. Agnieszka Wagner (consultant) 
Marta Witkowska (volunteer) 
 
Schedule 
 

 
POST TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
 
Certificates 
We delivered 31 Certificates of Attendance signed by Prof. Dr. Ryszard Naskręcki, Deputy 
Rector for Research and International Cooperation at the Adam Mickiewicz University and 
Prof. Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani, Project CLASS Coordinator at the Adam Mickiewicz University. 
 
Post-training materials 
The lecturers involved in the training prepared suggestions and aids for further studies directly 
related to their activity at the training. These materials are described in the annexes to this 
report. The Annex 1 will describe the content of the whole  package of annexes. The 
annexes will be up-dated during the CLASS project run time.  
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Materials (presentations, bibliographical references, or useful links) are grouped into 
annexes corresponding to the particular training activities. Annexes have been numbered 
according to the chronology of events. 

 
The general workplan for the 10 consecutive training /teaching/ days included : 
- Full day participation in LTC 2019 sessions (May 19) 
- Regular classes (from May 20 to May 26) 
- Special activities (on May 20, 25 and 27) 
 
List of materials corresponding to the activities (Annexes 2 – 20) 
 

➢ Annex 2. Full day participation in LTC 2019 sessions (May 19)  
(All presentations of the LTC sessions of May 19 to which the CLASS training participants 
were invited are in the LTC 2019 proceedings they recieved) 

➢ Regular classes (from May 20 to May 26) 
• Annex 4. A tool for opinion corpora processing (Prof. Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani, Marta 

Witkowska) 
• Annex 5. eHumanities – invited lecture, plenary discussion (Prof. Belinda Maia) 
• Annex 6. Wordnet as a Lexical Database. PolNet bibliography and link to PolNet 1.0 

(Prof. Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani) 
• Annex 7. Machine Translation – lecture (Prof. Dr. Krzysztof Jassem) 
• Annex 8. Machine Translation – workshop (Dr. Filip Graliński) 
• Annex 9. Application of ontologies in e-learning and information systems (Dr. Hab. 

Jacek Marciniak) 
• Annex 10. Correcting errors of ASR – lecture and workshop (Tomasz Ziętkiewicz) 
• Annex 11. Natural language processing techniques in application to the analysis of 

literary artworks – lecture (Dr. Marek Kubis) 
• Annex 12. Emotion analysis – lecture (Dr. Paweł Skórzewski) 
• Annex 13. Introduction to acoustic phonetics – lecture, workshop and supervised 

individual work (Dr. Jolanta Bachan, Dr. Agnieszka Wagner) 
• Annex 14. Wordnet as a Lexical Database – lecture and workshop  (Dr. Hab. Agnieszka 

Kaliska) 
• Annex 15. PolNet using VisDic and DebVisic (Bartłomiej Kochanowski, Prof. Dr. 

Zygmunt Vetulani) 
• Annex 16. Multilingual dictionary and relational database – (Prof. Dr. Janusz Taborek) 
• Annex 17. Basic Linux tools for text processing – lecture, workshop and supervised 

individual work  (Dr. Tomasz Obrębski) 
• Annex 18. Presentation of POLINT-112-SMS system (Dr. Marek Kubis, Prof. Dr. 

Zygmunt Vetulani)  
• Annex 20. Guidelines for preparaing the NLP Tools Workshop (Dr. Marek Kubis, Jacek 

Marciniak) 
➢ Special activities 

• Annex 3. Visit of the Poznań Center of Supercomputing and Network/PSNC 
(Poznańskie Centrum Superkomputerowo-Sieciowe/PCSS) (guided by Prof. Dr. Z. 
Vetulani) (May 20, 2019, 10:00 – 12:00) 
https://www.psnc.pl/ 

• Annex 19. Visit of the Poznań Science and Technology Park of the Adam Mickiewicz 
University Foundation (guided by Prof.Dr. Zygmunt Vetulani) (May 27, 9:00-12:00) 
https://ppnt.poznan.pl/en/ 
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TRAINING ACTIVITIES (May 19 – 28, 2019) 
 

 
 

 



2019-05-19 (Sunday)  (8:45 – 19:00) 
 

All classes of the first of day of training tool place at 9th Language Technology Conference: 
Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, 17-

19.05.2019, Poznań, Poland (LTC). The last conference day was open for the CLASS 
participants. For program of the day see www.ltc.amu.edu.pl. 
 
All CLASS participants invited to the LTC sessions on May 19 received the LTC proceedings 
with conference papers. 
 
Consult also: 
Vetulani, Z., Choukri, K., Mariani, J. and Paroubek, P.  (2019): “Language Technologies for 

Less-Resourced-Languages. LRL Workshop Series at the Language and Technology 
Conferences (LTC) from 2009 to 2019”, in Gilles Adda (ed.): LT4All – International 
Conference On Language Technologies For All: Enabling Linguistic Diversity And 
Multilingualism Worldwide. Paris, France, 4 to 6 December 2019, UNESCO, Paris. 
https://lt4all.org/media/papers/ (then search by the Author’s name). 
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19.05.2019, Poznań, Poland (LTC). The last conference day was open for the CLASS 
participants. For program of the day see www.ltc.amu.edu.pl. 
 
All CLASS participants invited to the LTC sessions on May 19 received the LTC proceedings 
with conference papers. 
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2019-05-21 (Tuesday) - 10:00-11:30 (Aula C) 
A tool for opinion corpora processing (presentation of tools for investigating corpora saturation)   
Zygmunt Vetulani, Marta Witkowska 
 
Recommended readings: 
Vetulani, Z., Witkowska, M., Kubis, M. (2019): "TSCC as a tool for lexical structure studies of the literary output 

of a writer", in: Vetulani, Z. and Paroubek, P. (eds.) Human Language Technology as a Challenge for Computer 
Science and Linguistics – 2019, Wydawnictwo Nauka i Innowacje, Poznań, pp. 22 – 24. 
(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl)  
(All CLASS participants invited to the LTC sessions on May 19 received the LTC proceedings with conference 
papers)  

Vetulani Z., Witkowska M., Menken S., Canbolat U. (2018) Saturation Tests in Application to Validation of 
Opinion Corpora: A Tool for Corpora Processing. In: Vetulani Z., Mariani J., Kubis M. (eds) Human Language 
Technology. Challenges for Computer Science and Linguistics. LTC 2015. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
vol 10930. Springer, Cham, pp. 378 – 390. 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-93782-3_27#citeas 

Vetulani, Z., Witkowska, M., Canbolat, U. (2017): "A New Tool for Quality Control of Text Corpora" (Abstract),  
In: Z. Vetulani, P. Paroubek (Eds.) Proceedings, 8th Language & Technology Conference, Human Language 
Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, Poznań, 2017, ISBN 978-83-64864-94-0, p. 
215.    
(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 

Menken, S. Vetulani, Z. and Witkowska, M. (2015): "Opinions Corpora Acquisition Software". In: Vetulani, Z, 
Mariani, J. (Eds.) Proceedings of 7th Language & Technology Conference, Human Language Technologies as a 
Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, Poznań, 2015, ISBN 978-83-932640-8-7, pp. 276 –278.  
(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 

Vetulani, Z., Witkowska, M. and Menken, S. (2015): "Corpus Based Studies on Language Expression of 
Opinions". In: Zygmunt Vetulani, Joseph Mariani (Wyd.) Proceedings, 7th Language & Technology Conference, 
Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, Poznań, 2015, ISBN 978-
83-932640-8-7, pp.365 – 369.  
(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 
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Technologies and eHumanities
- the need for cooperation
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∗ ACO*HUM conference  1998 – Bergen, Norway
∗ The Future of the Humanities in the Digital Age
∗ Humanities in the information society
∗ International cooperative strategies
∗ Humanities curriculum innovation
∗ The virtual university
∗ International digital resources

ACO*HUM - Advanced Computing for 
the Humanities - 1996-2000



∗ Emerging new jobs require integration of advanced 
computing methods such as: 
∗ multimedia edutainment
∗ translation technologies
∗ electronic publishing
∗ human-computer interfaces. 

∗ Large scale telematics innovation now confronts libraries, 
museums, archives, and documentation.

∗ How are new professional profiles emerging for 
humanities scholars? (1998)

Humanities in the information society



∗ Humans and Language Technologies
∗ Linguistics and Language Technologies
∗ Computer Science and Language Technologies
∗ Machine Translation – from linguistics > (+) statistics
∗ Cooperation – computer science and linguistics
∗ Interdisciplinary language work
∗ Spoken language technology
∗ Language or Communication?

Summary



∗ The general public  - for the major languages – has 
become used to:
∗ Free spelling and grammar checkers – very useful for 

writers, but care needed
∗ Predictive writing on their smartphones – useful –

sometimes irritating
∗ Google translate – OK, it’s not perfect, but it gets better 

every day
∗ Simple speech recognition – how many people tell their 

phones to ring someone by calling their name?

Humans and
Language Technologies



∗ The more sophisticated public will have taught their 
word processing programs to recognize their voices 
well enough to allow good results when they dictate 
– e.g.

∗ Writers
∗ Journalists
∗ Experienced translators

Humans and
Language Technologies



∗ Few understand the sophisticated computational 
linguistics behind all this

∗ Less used languages either do not have these 
technologies or have to pay for them 

∗ A good reason to argue for funding for CL projects!

BUT....



∗ Spelling checkers – need large dictionaries/wordlists
∗ Grammar checkers – need sophisticated grammars  

and automatic parsers
∗ Predictive writing – all this + (probably) information it 

‘learns’ from your usual messages
∗ Calling a name – requires voice recognition software
∗ Dictating to your word processor – needs all this

Why?



∗ The academic cooperation between computer 
science and (corpus) linguistics that flourished in the 
1980s & 1990s has faded

∗ See the changing programs of:
∗ LREC conferences > increasingly focus on computer 

science - http://www.lrec-conf.org
∗ Corpus Linguistics conferences > essentially 

interested in the humanistic study of language

Linguistics and
Language Technologies

http://www.lrec-conf.org


∗ The power of computer hardware has increased 
immensely in the last 30 years

∗ Linguists – use resources but tend to be less involved 
in HLT research

∗ Computer scientists prefer algorithms to linguists!
∗ The general public takes the apps for granted – or 

worries whether the IT revolution will kill their jobs

Why?



∗ Dictionaries – e.g. www.dictionary.com
∗ Thesauri – e.g. www.thesaurus.com
∗ Roget’s Thesaurus (19th c.)  >  “Concept  systems” > 

(traditional terminology) > “Ontologies” > Semantic 
Web

∗ Terminology – e.g. EU terminology -
https://iate.europa.eu/home and http://termcoord.eu/

Lexical / terminological resources
>> Online

http://www.dictionary.com
http://www.thesaurus.com
https://iate.europa.eu/home
http://termcoord.eu/


∗ Corpora – monolingual / bi-lingual texts +
∗ Part-of-speech (PoS) analysis
∗ Syntactic analysis > parsers

∗ Treebanks
∗ NOTE 1 : All require considerable expertise and 

repeated correction to be reliably automatic
∗ NOTE 2. Machine learning helps.....

Corpora



∗ They must work with computer scientists to create 
resources

∗ HOWEVER, they have an advantage over early 
starters 
∗ More (available) text
∗ More computer power for analysis
∗ Machine learning
∗ BUT – computer science needs good linguists too

Linguists and less used languages



∗ Even traditional linguists have to use corpora to gain 
credibility now!

∗ Resources for text and discourse analysis
∗ 2017 – Corpus Linguistics Conference (Birmingham)
∗ 2018 – Corpora and Discourse Conference (Lancaster)
∗ Political / social / literary / academic / scientific  - and 

social media – discourse  and implications  - analysis and 
improvement

Linguists and major languages



Machine Translation (MT) 
– from linguistics to (+) statistics



∗ Research focus > Rule-Based MT (RBMT) linguistic rules -
morphology, syntax and semantics

∗ Example based MT (EBMT) – word and phrase databases
∗ Search for the underlying ‘deep’ structures behind all 

languages – not successful
∗ RBMT can work between similar languages – e.g.

∗ Castilian and Catalan (and other Romance Languages);
∗ Turkic languages

∗ BUT not between Romance and Turkic Languages

Machine Translation (MT) 
– 20th century



∗ 21st century > now - Statistical MT – SMT 
∗ Parallel corpora/ translation memories + comparable 

texts
∗ Quality of MT depends on material used: e.g.
∗ EU texts between EU languages
∗ Any pair of languages with big parallel corpora

∗ Google Translate – uses Big Data – can produce 
perfect translations …if it finds the original or its
translation!

Machine Translation (MT) 
– 21st century



∗ NOW - Neural MT – NMT – combines
∗ SMT 
∗ Machine learning of linguistic rules or patterns
∗ Using (automatically) annotated corpora

Machine Translation (MT) 
– NOW



∗ Computer scientists use very large language resources in 
major languages + algorithms:
∗ Information extraction
∗ Question answering and Summarization
∗ Dialogue and Conversational Agents
∗ Machine Translation 

∗ List from (Jurafsky and Martin, 2nd ed.  20o9)
∗ see online draft of 3rd edition for changes! – e.g. sentiment 

analysis, advanced dialog systems…..
∗ Machine learning, AI, deep Learning….

Computer scientists
and Language Resources



∗ Research into language of social media
∗ Less than perfect spelling and syntax!
∗ Subjective language and metaphors
∗ Opinion mining
∗ Sentiment analysis

∗ >>> Cooperation with humanities > linguistics 
> discourse analysis

Areas for cooperation
Computer science and linguistics



∗ Qualitative + quantitative language data for 
applications in neurology, psychology and psychiatry
∗ Cognitive development in children
∗ Abnormal development – aphasia, dyslexia etc.
∗ Applications in education 

∗ Detecting brain abnormalities – e.g. tumours
∗ Language deterioration in seniors – related to dementia
∗ Applications in medicine

Interdisciplinary language work



∗ Qualitative + quantitative data for applications in 
forensic linguistics

∗ Authorship analysis
∗ Identification of individual writers – idiolects 
∗ Plagiarism - monolingual and cross-lingual

Interdisciplinary language work



∗ These interdisciplinary areas often find access to 
quantitative data difficult

∗ Objections by:
∗ Police and judiciary 
∗ Social services
∗ Educational authorities

∗ An interest by computer science could help provide 
more interest + easier anonymization, data 
protection, and quantitative analysis

Please note



∗ Spoken language – sound and intonation
∗ Paralanguage – crying, sniffs, coughs, sighs...?
∗ Transcribed text OR phonetics OR recording?

∗ Linguistics > phonology
∗ Computer science > phonetics, acoustics
∗ Better annotation software needed to speed up 

research

Spoken Language and technology



∗ Phonetic, acoustic, and phonological features
∗ Coordination of engineers and linguists

∗ Forensic applications – telephone and recorded 
conversations
∗ Better software needed

∗ Differences – gender, age, education, background, 
geographical area? 
∗ Coordination of engineers + (socio)linguists + 

psychologists

Spoken language and technology



∗ Gestures 
∗ Facial expressions
∗ Emotional reactions
∗ Question – Language or Communication?
∗ Traditional linguists do not consider these ‘language’
∗ But many working in the area

Language or communication?



∗ Face recognition good enough to cause controversy
∗ Lie detection – recognition of true and false 

emotional expression
∗ Computer <> human interaction 
∗ Needs language + body language understanding

Training computers 
to understand humans



∗ Will AI understand human language + facial 
expression + body language better than – for 
example – autistic humans? 

∗ (Ian McEwan 2019 Machines Like me)

Training computers 
to understand humans



∗ More interdisciplinary cooperation
∗ More open minds
∗ More understanding of the bigger picture
∗ A better understanding of mutual interests
∗ Perhaps – more emphasis on research that will 

benefit the general public – rather than substitute it

We need



Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?

Belinda Maia
University of Porto

bhsmaia@letras.up.pt

mailto:bhsmaia@letras.up.pt


∗ Spelling and grammar checkers:
∗ In word processor? 
∗ Word? Or another program?
∗ Predictive writing on your smartphones ?
∗ Do you think it will be easy to write programs to do 

this in agglutinative languages?

Humans and
Language Technologies



∗ Spelling checkers – need large dictionaries/wordlists
∗ How would you produce these for KH and UZ?

∗ Grammar checkers
∗ How would you produce these for KH and UZ?

∗ Does the division into spelling and grammar make 
sense for KH and UZ?

For example…



∗ What do you understand by:
∗ A dictionary?
∗ A thesaurus?

∗ Are there online dictionaries for KH and UZ?
∗ Are there online thesauri for KH and UZ?

Digital languages resources
- dictionaries



∗ Thesaurus – “a book that lists words in groups of 
synonyms and related concepts”

∗ “Concept systems” – traditional terminology –
presented as a hierarchy 

∗ The word “Ontologies” was repeated several times 
yesterday…

∗ WHY?

Thesauri …
concept systems … ontologies…



∗ Specialized lexicons – very dynamic – especially in 
science and technology

∗ There seem to be many specialized dictionaries –
usually bilingual (+Russian) of scientific terminology

∗ Do you have Terminology databases in KH and UZ?

Digital languages resources
- Terminology



Kazakh and Uzbek – Cyrillic v. Latin script

How far has this change taken place?

How will the change affect computational 
work in linguistics?

Spelling



∗ Presuppositions for EN and PT
∗ Corpora – monolingual texts +
∗ Part-of-speech (PoS) analysis
∗ Syntactic analysis

∗ Treebanks – in EN and PT – usually mean naturally 
occurring sentences that have been annotated, 
parsed, and corrected (manually)

Digital languages resources
- monolingual



∗ Does it make sense to talk of your languages in this 
way?

∗ PoS – how easy is it to  - computationally – separate 
the different affixes from the more lexical items?

∗ Syntax – what does this mean to you?
∗ Would very large treebanks of all possible ‘sentence’ 

or ‘phrase’  combinations be a solution for KH and 
UZ?

∗ OR ‘treebanks’ of possible combinations of 
nouns/verbs + affixes?

Digital languages resources
- monolingual



CREATING 
LANGUAGE RESOURCES



∗ Are there any reasons why anyone in your countries 
would want you to produce a ‘standard’ version of 
the languages?

∗ Written?
∗ Spoken?

‘Standardizing’ a language



∗ Very Large (National) corpora – need very large 
projects with academic and political support
∗ Objective – to create a repository of a wide variety of 

texts in a language
∗ Historical AND/OR contemporary?
∗ Written AND/ OR spoken?
∗ How many types of texts?
∗ Metadata – see TEI – Text Encoding Initiative

Building corpora



∗ Specialized corpora – smaller – can cover almost any 
subject or specific purpose

∗ ‘Do-it-yourself’ corpora – or ‘disposable’ corpora
∗ Even if they are simply ‘raw’ text – they can be useful 

for individual or small group work

Building corpora



∗ Important questions to ask:
∗ Why do I need a corpus?
∗ How will I compile it ?
∗ Where can I develop and keep it?

∗ Texts in digital form – typing > OCR > > downloading > 
automatic web-crawling

∗ Copyright permission needed for publicly accessible 
corpora

Corpora - problems



∗ Languages are complicated
∗ Each language needs a different linguistic + 

computational approach
∗ No language is easy to annotate automatically
∗ Expert linguists are needed – but they should work 

together with computational linguists
∗ Mutual tolerance required!

Annotation



∗ Word = a group of letters separated by spaces

∗ Central Asian / Turkic languages – agglutinative – so 
this definition is not applicable

∗ Books and articles written in English about 
annotation of texts rarely take these differences into 
account

Part-of-speech (PoS) v. 
morpho-syntactic analysis



∗ To Parse = “resolve (a sentence) into its component 
parts and describe their syntactic roles” – e.g.

Parsing



∗ Each language is different
∗ An automatic parser takes time and needs good:

1. Corpora – correctly written sentences
2. Morpho-syntactic analysis

∗ Then machine learning can help...

Parsers



∗ Most real language does not come in simple 
sentences.  It is more like this:

∗ Last night, as it was Christmas Day,  John kissed Mary 
and Katherine under the mistletoe, and everyone 
laughed and clapped.

∗ But a parser for English at http://visl.sdu.dk/visl/en/
can parse this sentence correctly 

For example

http://visl.sdu.dk/visl/en/




∗ Translation Memory – original aligned with translation 
– for professional / commercial translation work

∗ BUT don’t expect professionals to give you their 
work!

∗ OPUS corpora – open source multilingual corpora 
http://opus.nlpl.eu/

∗ Dictionary + corpus app - https://www.linguee.com

Resources for machine 
translation

http://opus.nlpl.eu/
https://www.linguee.com


∗ Example based MT – word and phrase databases
∗ Research focus on Rule-Based MT(RBMT) linguistic 

rules – morphology,  syntax and semantics in BOTH 
languages

∗ Can you focus on RBMT work for Turkic 
languages?

∗ Is there a ‘market’ for this?

Machine Translation (MT) 
– 20th century



∗ 21st century > now - Statistical MT – SMT > Neural MT
∗ Parallel corpora/ translation memories 
∗ Comparable texts – similar content  - e.g. news
∗ Quality of MT depends on material used
∗ Is there enough online material in CA 

languages for possible SMT or NMT  between 
them and e.g. English, Russian, French, 
Polish…..

Machine Translation (MT) 
– 21st century



∗ Jurafsky and Martin, 2nd ed. 2009

∗ See online draft of 3rd edition for changes! – e.g. 
sentiment analysis, advanced dialog systems... 
Nothing yet on MT

∗ https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/

Computer scientists
and Language Resources

https://web.stanford.edu/%7Ejurafsky/slp3/


∗ Research into language of social media
∗ Less than perfect spelling and syntax!
∗ Subjective language and metaphors
∗ Opinion mining
∗ Sentiment analysis

∗ Should the CA languages concentrate on 
good basic language resources first?

Areas for cooperation
Computer science and linguistics



∗ Spoken language – sound and intonation
∗ Paralanguage – crying, sniffs, coughs, sighs...?
∗ Transcribed text OR phonetics OR recording?

∗ Linguistics > phonology
∗ Phonetic, acoustic, and phonological features
∗ Coordination of engineers and linguists

Spoken Language and technology



∗ Large quantities of spoken data  required
∗ Difficulties:
∗ Is there a ‘standard’ pronunciation in your language?
∗ How do you analyse effects of gender, age, education, 

background, geographical area? 

∗ Coordination of engineers + (socio)linguists + 
psychologists

Spoken language and technology



∗ Text-to-speech
∗ Audio for the blind and illiterate
∗ Recorded databases – e.g. information at train stations; 

GPS instructions…
∗ Speech-to-text
∗ Training speech recognition to take dictation

∗ Speech recognition
∗ A very complex area

∗ Which areas are your languages working on?

Language Technology



∗ THIS IS A KEY FEATURE OF THE CLASS 
PROJECT

∗HOW DO YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY OUT 
THIS ASPECT?

BLENDED LEARNING



∗ Bureaucracy
∗ Competition between universities
∗ Competition between faculties and departments
∗ Practicalities like
∗ Technical support
∗ Teacher mobility
∗ Teacher good will and responsibility

∗ BUT…..

Problems



∗ All the CA universities have individual strengths
∗ But all also have weaknesses
∗ The Curriculum demonstrates this
∗ The Syllabuses of individual curriculum elements have 

been made the responsibility of colleagues with 
perceived expertise

Let us be frank



∗ BUT most of the CA universities will find it difficult to 
teach the whole curriculum successfully

∗ There is a great need for cooperation – not 
competition

∗ It is essential that everyone should contribute to the 
general interest of the group

BUT…



∗ TURKLANG – a very good example of promoting 
discussion and cooperation between the Turkic 
languages

∗ It should lead to mutual benefits for all
∗ For example: 
∗ Coordination of computational approaches
∗ Projects to coordinate linguistic research on areas of 

similarity between the different languages

Cooperation – Turkic languages



∗ Coordination of computational approaches 
∗ Coordination of linguistic research and resources and 

tools
∗ Linguistic analysis
∗ Annotation projects
∗ National corpora and related analysis 

∗ Consider the ‘economics’ of doing separate projects
∗ Educational politics usually favours cooperation

Cooperation between 
the CLASS universities



∗BLENDED LEARNING!
∗ Sharing of teaching material
∗ Online
∗ Teacher exchanges

∗ Joint research
∗ Closer interdisciplinary links

Applications of cooperation



∗ University / faculty bureaucracy – true!
∗ Distance between colleagues – is this still 

true?
∗ Technical problems – CLASS should help 

overcome some of these
∗ Competition between partners – true, but 

CLASS was built on assumption of 
cooperation

Usual Objections!



∗ The proposed MA in Computational 
Linguistics is a starting point

∗ The curriculum and the syllabuses will be 
forced to evolve to keep up with 
developments

Don’t forget..



∗Universities need to specialize –
unrealistic to cover the whole range of 
CL, HLT, IT…in one university
∗ Results will be superficial

∗Graduates will need to specialize – in 
whichever university offers the right 
conditions

Don’t forget..



Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?

Belinda Maia
University of Porto

bhsmaia@letras.up.pt

mailto:bhsmaia@letras.up.pt
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2019-05-21 (Tuesday) 15:45-17:15 (A1-33) 
Wordnet as a Lexical Database. Introduction to Wordnet. PolNet  - Polish Wordnet. 

Zygmunt Vetulani  
 
Presentation – see Annex 5a. 
 
Recommended readings:  
PolNet bibliography from 2007 to 2015 
(Selection of texts to illustrate evolution of PolNet from a Polish Lexical Database of nouns to a 
Lexicon-Grammar for the Polish language; interested persons are invited to mail to 
vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 
 
Z. Vetulani, B. Kochanowski (2015): "PolNet 3.0 - Demo" [In:] Zygmunt Vetulani, Joseph Mariani (Eds.) 

Proceedings, 7th Language & Technology Conference, Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for 
Computer Science and Linguistics, Poznań, 2015, ISBN 978-83-932640-8-7, pp. 273 – 275.  
(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 

Vetulani, Z., Kochanowski, B. (2014):  “PolNet - Polish WordNet” project: PolNet 2.0 - a short description of the 
release, in: Heili Orav, Christiane Fellbaum, Piek Vossen (Eds.) Proceedings of the Global Wordnet Conference, 
2014, Tartu, Estonia. Ed. by Global Wordnet Association, Amsterdam, ISBN 978–9-9493249-2-7, 400-404. 
(full proceedings accessible at https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W14-01.pdf) 

Vetulani, Z., Vetulani, G. (2014): Through Wordnet to Lexicon Grammar.  (Full text), in: Fryni Kakoyianni Doa (Ed.). 
Penser le lexique-grammaire : perspectives actuelles, Editions Honoré Champion, Paris, France, 531 – 545. 
https://www.honorechampion.com/fr/champion/8415-book-08532512-9782745325129.html 
(Preliminary version /short/  - LG 2011 (free-download from: 
http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~tolone/publi/Abstracts_LGC2011.pdf / pp. 307-314).  

Kubis M. (2014) A Tool for Transforming WordNet-Like Databases. In: Vetulani Z., Mariani J. (Eds.) Human Language 
Technology Challenges for Computer Science and Linguistics. LTC 2011. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 8387. 

Springer, Cham, pp. 343 -355. https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-08958-4_28 
Vetulani Z. (2014) PolNet – Polish WordNet. In: Vetulani Z., Mariani J. (Eds.) Human Language Technology Challenges for 

Computer Science and Linguistics. LTC 2011. Lecture Notes in Computer Science/LNAI,  vol 8387. Springer, Cham, pp. 408-
416. https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-319-08958-4 

Vetulani, Z. & Vetulani G. (2014): Verb-Noun Collocations in PolNet 2.0, see also (Presentation) in: Verena Henrich 
and Erhard Hinrichs (eds.): Proceedings of the Workshop on Computational Cognitive, and Linguistic 
Approaches to the Analysis of Complex Words and Collocations (CCLCC 2014) at ESSLLI 2014, August 11-15, 
2014, Tuebingen, Germany, pp. 73-77. )  
Paper:  https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014_workshop_proceedings.pdf  
Presentation: https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014-Tuebingen-prezentacja-koncowa-4.pdf  

Vetulani, Z. (2012): Wordnet Based Lexicon Grammar for Polish. Proceedings of the Eight International 
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2012), May 23-25, 2012. Istanbul, Turkey, 
(Proceedings),  ELRA: Paris. ISBN 978-2-9517408-7-7, pp. 1645-1649.  
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html (search by the Author’s name) 

Vetulani, Z. (2012):  Language Resources in a Public Security Application with Text Understanding Competence. 
A Case Study: POLINT-112-SMS. Proceedings of the LRPS Workshop at LREC 2012, May 27, 2012. Istanbul, 
Turkey. ELRA: Paris. ISBN 978-2-9517408-7-7, pp. 54 – 63. 
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html (to download go to workshop W47 (LRPS)), pp. 54 
- 63). 

Kubis M. (2011) An Access Layer to PolNet – Polish WordNet. In: Vetulani Z. (eds) Human Language Technology. 
Challenges for Computer Science and Linguistics. LTC 2009. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 6562. 
Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, pp. 444 – 455. 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-20095-3_41  
(This is a revised version of the paper An Access Layer to PolNet in POLINT-112-SMS published in Proceedings 
of the 4th Language and Technology Conference, November 6-8, 2009, Poznan, Poland, pp. 437-441, 
Wydawnictwo Poznańskie, Poznań; (contact:  M. Kubis)  

Vetulani, Z., Vetulani, G. (2011):  Through Wordnet to Lexicon Grammar. (Abstract), in: Proceedings of the 5th 
Language and Technology Conference: Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science 
and Linguistics, November 25-27, 2011, Poznań, Poland, Wyd. Fundacja UAM, Poznań, page 258. 

mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W14-01.pdf
https://www.honorechampion.com/fr/champion/8415-book-08532512-9782745325129.html
http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~tolone/publi/Abstracts_LGC2011.pdf
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-08958-4_28
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007%2F978-3-319-08958-4
https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014_workshop_proceedings.pdf
https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014-Tuebingen-prezentacja-koncowa-4.pdf
http://www.esslli2014.info/
https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014_workshop_proceedings.pdf
https://vetulani.home.amu.edu.pl/CCLCC_2014-Tuebingen-prezentacja-koncowa-4.pdf
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-20095-3_41
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(contact for materials: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 
Vetulani, Z., Obrębski, T. (2010): Resources for Extending the PolNet-Polish WordNet with a Verbal Component. 

In: Bhattacharyya, P, Fellbaum, Ch., Vossen, P. (eds.) Principles, Construction and Application of Multilingual 
Wordnets. Proceedings of the 5th Global Wordnet Conference, Narosa Publishing House: New Delhi, Chennai, 
Mumbai, Kolkata, pp. 325-330.  
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4eba/e2856791b062e7d7c0cec51d9e72deeaea1c.pdf?_ga=2.145739644.99
0839309.1588259714-1901109384.1586964064   
(contact: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 

Vetulani, Z., Kubis, M., Obrębski, T. (2010):, PolNet – Polish WordNet: Data and Tools, in: Calzolari, N. (ed.) 
Proceedings of the seventh International conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2010), May 
19-21, 2010 Valletta, Malta, (Proceedings), ELRA, Paris, pp. 3793–3797.  
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2010/  

Vetulani, Z., Marcinak, J., Obrębski, J., Vetulani, G., Dabrowski, A., Kubis, M., Osiński, J., Walkowska, J., Kubacki, 
P., Witalewski, K. (2010): Zasoby językowe i technologie przetwarzania tekstu. POLINT-112-SMS jako przykład 
aplikacji z zakresu bezpieczeństwa publicznego (in Polish) (Language resources and text processing 
technologies. POLINT-112-SMS as example of homeland security oriented application), ISBN 978-83-232-2155-
5, Adam Mickiewicz University Press: Poznań. 
(contact: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 

Vetulani Z., Walkowska J., Obrębski T., Marciniak J., Konieczka P., Rzepecki P. (2009): An Algorithm for Building 
Lexical Semantic Network and Its Application to PolNet - Polish WordNet Project. In: Vetulani Z., Uszkoreit H. 
(eds.) Human Language Technology. Challenges of the Information Society. LTC 2007. Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science, vol 5603. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 369 – 381. 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-04235-5_32#citeas  

Vetulani, G. & Vetulani, Z. & Obrębski, T. (2008): Verb-Noun Collocation SyntLex Dictionary - Corpus-Based 
Approach, In: Proceedings of 6th International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation, May 26 - 
June 1, 2008, Marrakech, Morocco (Proceedings), ELRA, Paris.  
http://lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2008/ (then search by the Author(s)) 

Pala, K., Horák, A., Rambousek, A., Vetulani, Z., Konieczka, P., Marciniak, J., Obrębski, T., Rzepecki P., Walkowska, 
J., (2007): DEB Platform tools for effective development of WordNets in application to PolNet, in: Z. Vetulani 
(ed.) Proceedings of the 3rd Language and Technology Conference: Human Language Technologies as a 
Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, October 5-7, 2007, Poznań, Poland, Wyd. Poznańskie, Poznań, 
pp. 514-518.  
(contact: vetulani@amu.edu.pl) 
 

Free available PolNet resources: 
The version 1.0 of PolNet may be downloaded from http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-
polish-wordnet-v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/) 
(for more information contact: Zygmunt Vetulani) 

 

 
 

mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4eba/e2856791b062e7d7c0cec51d9e72deeaea1c.pdf?_ga=2.145739644.990839309.1588259714-1901109384.1586964064
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4eba/e2856791b062e7d7c0cec51d9e72deeaea1c.pdf?_ga=2.145739644.990839309.1588259714-1901109384.1586964064
mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2010/
mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-04235-5_32#citeas
http://lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2008/
mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-polish-wordnet-v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/
http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-polish-wordnet-v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/














































































































































































































Machine Translation, 22nd May 2019

About me
Filip Graliński
filipg@amu.edu.pl

• Adam Mickiewicz University

– processing historical documents
– machine learning evaluation
– machine translation

• Applica.ai

– information extraction from documents (business, law, administration, etc.)
– language modelling
– few-show learning

• open-source projects

– Gonito.net – platform for machine learning competitions
– geval – universal evaluator

Plan for today
1. Introduction to console tools and geval

2. Approaches to machine translation

3. Machine translation evaluation (on German-to-English example)

4. Going through (monolingual and bilingual) Uzbek resources

5. Preparing a test set for Uzbek-to-English translation

6. Training a simple system with Moses

7. Evaluating the system and the alternatives

8. Zero-shot translation

Resources
• git://gonito.net/uzbek – resources for today

• https://gitlab.com/filipg/geval – geval

• https://gonito.net/challenge/wmt-2017 – WMT2017 German-English challenge

• http://www.statmt.org/moses/ – Moses phrase-based MT system

• https://marian-nmt.github.io – Marian Neural Machine Translation system

• https://code.fb.com/ai-research/laser-multilingual-sentence-embeddings/ – LASER toolkit

https://gonito.net
https://gitlab.com/filipg/geval
https://gitlab.com/filipg/geval
https://gonito.net/challenge/wmt-2017
http://www.statmt.org/moses/
https://marian-nmt.github.io
https://code.fb.com/ai-research/laser-multilingual-sentence-embeddings/


Application of wordnet based 
ontologies in e-learning and 

information systems

Jacek Marciniak

Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science, Adam Mickiewicz University
ul. Uniwersytetu Poznańskiego 4, 61-614 Poznań, Poland

jacekmar@amu.edu.pl



Wordnet based ontology

• Wordnet based ontology: 
– synset and a set of relations that are used in wordnets

– conceptualizations of a different character embedded in the resource, i.e. 
domain, local (application) or upper ontologies, in which there are concepts of a 
different kind (e.g. terms, classes, categories) and a different set of relations.

• Tool for non experts with experts’ knowledge inside

• Application of wordnet based ontology:
– Massive content resources (information systems, e-learning repositories, etc.) 

while indexing (tagging*) and searching resources by using cloud of thematically
related tags

– Domain models in Intelligent Tutoring Systems

• Cloud of thematically related tags = IT solution for suggesting words 
more adequate than originally typed by user while indexing and 
searching

• *Tagging = process enabling users to assign words (tags) acting as 
keywords to resources in order to describe the subject matter



Structure of wordnet based ontology (1)



Structure of wordnet based ontology (2)

• Relations:
– Synsets (=synonymy)
– Wordnet relations between synsets (hyponymy, antonymy, holonymy, belongs to 

class relation, etc.)
– Linking synsets with Top Concept Ontology (CYC, Sumo, etc.)
– Linking synsets with Domain Ontology
– Domain relations between synsets

• Domain Ontologies - borrowing broader / narrow hierarchy from 
existing domain ontology, thesaurus or classification system

• Application ontology (local-context ontology) - introduced by local 
expert to tackle local needs or definitione of structure of information 
for an information system

• Domain relations between synsets:
– Absent (mostly) from wordnets
– Associative character (as in ISO 25964)
– Types of relation can be distinguished (attribute, link, …) to denote different level 

of relatedness



Examples

• Old Polish History and Culture ontology:
– ~13 000 synsets

– ~400 Domain Categories forming domain ontology

– Domain associative relations (attribute and link types)

– Used in cloud of thematically related tags system at Wilanów Palace Museum 
vortal (after transformation into normalized form)

• Protection and management of archaeological heritage ontology
– ~2200 synsets

– ~240 Domain Categories forming domain ontology

– ~60 Domain Categories forming local (application) ontology

– Domain associative relations (only link type)

– Used :

• in cloud of thematically related tags in E-archaeology E-learning Content 
Repository (after transformation into normalized form)

• as information structure in HATCH (House at Çatalhöyük)

• as domain model in Edumatic ITS (Intelligent Tutoring System)



Content Repository Tool

• The possibility of adding, 
removing and modifying the 
concepts.

• Visualization of concepts (i.e. 
synsets) occurring in parallel 
in several hierarchies



E-learning content repositories

• Content Repository = IT solution used to store, process and retrieve 
didactic content

• Digitalized didactic content can be incorporated in the distance 
teaching in various ways depending on the methodology used

• Construction of flexible repositories:
– Teacher should be able to adapt materials to the specificity and needs 

of own training groups

– Adapted materials can differ from the canonical form of the training 
programme: additional elements added to expand certain themes, other 
parts removed

• Adaptation of content should be possible without advanced 
technological skills



Digitalized didactic materials

• E-learning courses:
– Contains multimedia and 

interactive elements

– Have hierarchical structure 
following the principle of dividing 
content into Learning Objects

– Technical format supporting 
reusability (e. g. SCORM)

• Uploaded to LMS and supporting 
the didactic process in a manner 
chosen by the teacher



Content Repository Tool
• Content Repository Tool:

– Digital storage of didactic materials

– Creation of new materials based on existing components

– Uploading and downloading SCORM packages

• Multi-user WWW open source software with flexible management of 
user access to the repository (www.contentrepository.org)

• Processable Unit:
– Content structures in Content Repository annotated by authors as 

reusable and didactically useful

– Created by ascribing didactic interpretations (UCTS or any other 
taxonomic system) to any SCORM component uploaded into the 
repository (Basic PU)

– Created as empty components and aggregating other PU’s stored in the 
repository (System PU)



Using content repository

Browsing and searching resources 
in the repository:

– Filters (taxonomic system e. g. 
UCTS / SCORM components)

– Word searching

– Tag searching

– LOM metadata searching

PU presentation:
– Structure presentation

– Accessing content (preview mode)

– Different structure perspectives 
(simple, advanced, reverse)

– Detailed metadata information



Building content repository

Adding new content to the 
repository:

– Attributing didactic interpretation 
(e. g. UCTS)

– Attributing access permissions

– Attributing tags to describe content
domain

– Attributing LOM metadata

Creating new training programme:
– Creating new empty System PU

– Modifying the System PU structure:
browsing repository, adding found 
content components by drag and 
drop mechanism



E-archaeology Content Repository
• Repository of e-learning didactic content in the area of protection and 

management of archaeological heritage 
(www.e-archaeology.org/contentrepository)

• Content in the repository:
– Multimedia and interactive e-learning courses in SCORM 1.2
– Structure supporting reusability (authors divided content into small cohesive units 

of knowledge; 3-5 minutes of learning time each)
– PUs created by attributing UCTS interpretations to uploaded SCORM 

components
– New PUs created by aggregating content components (PUs) from the repository

• Content (env. 4500 SCO) in 5 languages (English, German, Latvian, Polish, 
Spanish):

– 28 training programs (UCTS Curricula)
– 107 UCTS Modules (in English)
– 347 UCTS Units (in English)
– 6200 Learning objects
– Repository used by teachers who created own training programs suited 

to the needs of training groups, based on the reusable content from the 
repository



Cloud of thematically related tags

Prompting tags/words/multi-word 
expressions similar and related 
to a given tag/word/multi-word 
expression



 

Correcting Errors of ASR – supporting materials for the training session 

 

1. Paper: Kubis, Marek, Vetulani, Zygmunt, Wypych, Mikołaj, Ziętkiewicz, Tomasz, Open Challenge 

for Correcting Errors of Speech Recognition Systems [in:] Proceedings of the 9th Language and 

Technology Conference: Human Language Technologies as a Challenge for Computer Science and 

Linguistics, pp. 219-223, Wydawnictwo Nauka i Innowacje, Poznań, Poland, 2019 

2. Introductory materials available at https://github.com/TomekZet/asr-corr-workshops 

3. Online submission system for the solutions (optional) https://gonito.net/challenge/asr-corrections 

https://github.com/TomekZet/asr-corr-workshops
https://gonito.net/challenge/asr-corrections


Open Challenge for Correcting Errors of Speech Recognition Systems

Marek Kubis∗, Zygmunt Vetulani∗, Mikołaj Wypych†, Tomasz Ziętkiewicz†,∗,

∗Adam Mickiewicz University
Umultowska 87, 61-614 Poznań, Poland
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†Samsung Poland R&D Institute
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Abstract
The paper announces the new long-term challenge for improving the performance of automatic speech recognition systems. The goal
of the challenge is to investigate methods of correcting the recognition results on the basis of previously made errors by the speech
processing system. The dataset prepared for the task is described and evaluation criteria are presented.

1. Introduction
The rise in popularity of voice-based virtual assistants

such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Google Assistant
and Samsung Bixby imposes high expectations on the pre-
cision of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems.
Scheduling a meeting at the incorrect time, sending a mes-
sage to a wrong person or misinterpreting the command
for the home automation system can cause severe losses to
the user of a virtual assistant. The problem is even more
apparent in case of deep-understanding systems supposed
to work in very difficult audibility condition, and where
ASR errors can appear fatal for the end users. This is the
case of systems for crisis situation management (e.g. Ve-
tulani et al., 2010) where low quality and emotional voice
input can generate a real challenge for speech recognition
systems. Furthermore, successful integration of ASR so-
lutions with the very demanding AI systems will depend
on the degree of being able to take into consideration the
non-verbal elements of utterances (prosody). Hence, de-
spite significant improvements to the speech recognition
technology in recent years it is now even more important
to search for new methods of decreasing the risk of being
misunderstood by the system.

One of the methods that can be used to improve the
performance of a speech recognition system is to force the
system to learn from its own errors. This approach trans-
forms the speech recognition system into a self-evolving,
auto-adapting agent. The objective of this challenge is to
investigate to what extent this technique can be used to im-
prove the recognition rate of the speech processing system.

In order to make the challenge approachable by par-
ticipants from outside the speech recognition community
and to encourage contestants to use a broad range of ma-
chine learning and natural language engineering methods
that are not specific to the processing of spoken language,
we provide the dataset that consists solely of:

1. Hypotheses – textual outputs of the automatic speech
recognition system.

2. References – transcriptions of sentences being read to

the automatic speech recognition system.

Thus, the goal of the contestants is to develop a method
that improves the result of speech recognition process on
the basis of the (erroneous) output of the ASR system and
the correct human-made transcription without access to the
speech recordings.

Speech corpus
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Error
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Figure 1: Error correction model training
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Figure 2: ASR error correction



2. Related work
2.1. Shared tasks

To our best knowledge this is the first open ASR er-
ror correction task. However, there were plenty of tasks
targeting similar problems. They can be divided into two
categories: speech translation tasks and grammatical error
correction tasks. Representatives of the former category
are 2 of 3 tasks conducted at 7th International Workshop on
Spoken Language Translation (Paul et al., 2010). Tasks 1
and 2 provided sentences in source language in two forms:
ASR recognition results (with errors) and correct recog-
nition results (transcription without errors). Task of the
participants was to translate the source text in both forms
to the target language. Participants were provided with 3
training corpora composed of 86225 (Task 1), 19972 and
10061 (Task 2) sentence pairs. CoNLL-2013 Shared Task
on Grammatical Error Correction (Ng et al., 2013) and
BEA 2019 Shared Task: Grammatical Error Correction
(Christopher Bryant and Briscoe, 2019) are examples of
the second group of tasks. In these tasks participants are
given parallel corpora of texts written by native or non-
native English students, containing grammatical, punctu-
ation or spelling errors and their manually corrected ver-
sions. The goal of the proposed system is to correct previ-
ously unseen texts. Training corpora in these tasks consist
of 38785 and 57151 pairs of sentences respectively.

2.2. ASR error correction systems
(Errattahi et al., 2018) provide review of some ASR

error detection and correction systems together with de-
scription of ASR evaluation metrics. (Cucu et al., 2013)
propose error correction using SMT (Statistical Machine
Translation) model. The SMT model is trained on rela-
tively small parallel corpus of 2000 ASR transcripts and
their manually corrected versions. At evaluation time the
model is used to “translate” ASR hypothesis into it’s cor-
rected form. The system achieves 10.5% relative WER1

improvement by reducing the baseline ASR system’s WER
from 11.4 to 10.2 . (Guo et al., 2019) describe ASR error
correction model based on LSTM sequence-to-sequence
neural network trained on large (40M utterances) speech
corpus generated from plain-text data with text to speech
(TTS) system. In addition to the spelling correction model
authors experiment with improving results of end-to-end
ASR system by incorporating the external language model
and with combination of the two approaches. The pro-
posed system achieves good results (19% relative WER
improvement and 29% relative WER improvement with
additional LM re-scoring, with baseline ASR WER of 6.03
) but requires large speech corpus or high-quality TTS sys-
tem to generate such corpus from plain text.

3. Dataset description
In order to develop the dataset for the task we decided

to select 9142 sentences from Polish Wikinews (Wikime-
dia Foundation, 2019) and ask two native speakers of Pol-
ish (male and female) to read them to the speech recog-
nition system. Dataset samples consist of transcription of

1Word Error Rate, see Section 4.

Train set Test set
Number of sentences 8142 1000
Avarage WER 3.94 4.01
Sentence Error Rate 0.74 0.75
Avarage utterance length (words) 15.40 15.10
Minimum utterance length (words) 2 3
Maximum utterance length (words) 100 48

Table 1: Datasets statistics.

the sentence being read juxtaposed with the textual output
captured from the system. Both references and hypotheses
are normalized according to the following rules:

• words are uppercased,

• all punctuation marks except hyphens are removed,

• numbers and special characters are replaced by their
spoken forms.

The dataset is divided into two sets. The training set
consists of 8142 utterances randomly sampled from the
dataset. The test set contains the rest of the samples.

The training and test set items consist of:

1. id: sample identifier

2. hyp: ASR hypothesis - recognition result for the
sample voice recording

3. ref: reference - human transcription of the sample
recording,

4. source: copyright, source and author attribution in-
formation.

Exemplary dataset items are shown in the appendix. The
entire training set and test set (with the exception of ref-
erence utterances) are available for download via Gonito
online competition platform (Graliński et al., 2016).
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4. Evaluation
For the purpose of evaluation the contestants are asked

to submit their results using the Gonito (Graliński et al.,
2016) challenge available at https://gonito.net/
challenge/asr-corrections.

The submission consists of single out.tsv file contain-
ing result of running the proposed system on in.tsv file,
containing ASR system output. Both files contain one sen-
tence per line. The output file should be aligned with the
input.

The submissions are evaluated using geval tool (Gral-
iński, 2019), part of the Gonito platform available also as
a standalone tool. Submissions are evaluated using three
metrics:

• WER - Word Error Rate of hypothesis corrected by
the proposed system, averaged over all tests sen-
tences. WER is defined as follows:

WER =
S +D + I

N = H + S +D

where: S = number of substitutions, D = number of
deletions, I = number of insertions, H - number of
hits, N - length of reference sentence. See (Morris
et al., 2004) for in-depth explanation.

• SRR - Sentence Recognition Rate - sentence level ac-
curacy of hypothesis corrected by the proposed sys-
tem. SRR is defined as ratio of the number of sen-
tences with WER = 1.0 (correctly recognized sen-
tences) to the number of all sentences in the corpus.

• CharMatch - F0.5 - introduced in (Jassem et al.,
2017). F0.5-measure defined in as follows:

F0.5 = (1 + 0.52)× P ×R

0.52P +R

Where: P is precision and R is recall:

P =

∑
i Ti∑

i dL(hi, si)
, R =

∑
i Ti∑

i dL(hi, ri)

Where: ri - i-th reference utterance, hi - i-th ASR
hypothesis, si - i-th system output, dL(a, b) - Leven-
shtein distance between sequences a and b, Ti - num-
ber of correct changes performed by the system, cal-
culated as:

Ti =
dL(hi, ri) + dL(hi, si)− dL(si, ri)

2
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Appendix

id train-1
hypothesis DWUDZIESTEGO CZWARTEGO KWIETNIA BIEŻĄCEGO ROKU ROZMAWIALI O WIKIPEDII IN-

TERNECIE WSPÓŁPRACY KLASYFIKOWANIU WIEDZY KSIĄŻKACH I WŁASNOŚCI LEKTURA
LNEJ

reference DWUDZIESTEGO CZWARTEGO KWIETNIA BIEŻĄCEGO ROKU ROZMAWIALI O WIKIPEDII IN-
TERNECIE WSPÓŁPRACY KLASYFIKOWANIU WIEDZY KSIĄŻKACH I WŁASNOŚCI INTELEK-
TUALNEJ

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=27343&actionaction=history
id train-2

hypothesis EUROPA POWINNA JĄ TEŻ ŻE SESJE PE W STRASBURGU SĄ DLA NICH UTRUDNIENIEM BO
KOMISJA EUROPEJSKA I RADA UE Z KTÓRYMI PE CIĄGLE WSPÓŁPRACUJE MAJĄ SWOJE
STAŁE SIEDZIBY W BRUKSELI

reference EUROPOSŁOWIE PRZYPOMINAJĄ TEŻ ŻE SESJE PE W STRASBURGU SĄ DLA NICH UTRUD-
NIENIEM BO KOMISJA EUROPEJSKA I RADA UE Z KTÓRYMI PE CIĄGLE WSPÓŁPRACUJE
MAJĄ SWOJE STAŁE SIEDZIBY W BRUKSELI

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=21290&actionaction=history
id train-3

hypothesis DZIESIĄTEGO WRZEŚNIA DWA TYSIĄCE ÓSMEGO ROKU LECH MAM BLADES OGŁOSIŁ
WYNIKI FINANSOWE TRZECIEGO KWARTAŁU WYNOSZĄCE TRZY I DZIEWIĘĆDZIESIĄ-
TYCH MILIARDA DOLARÓW STRAT

reference DZIESIĄTEGO WRZEŚNIA DWA TYSIĄCE ÓSMEGO ROKU LEHMAN BROTHERS OGŁOSIŁ
WYNIKI FINANSOWE TRZECIEGO KWARTAŁU WYNOSZĄCE TRZY I DZIEWIĘĆ DZIESIĄ-
TYCH MILIARDA DOLARÓW STRAT

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=25282&actionaction=history
id train-4

hypothesis POCHÓD ROZPOCZĄŁ SIĘ NA PLACU SENATORSKIM ALKAMISTA SENAATINTORILLA A
PIERWSZE W SZEREGU SZŁA SZKOŁA TAŃCA SAMBY SAMBIC TANSSIKOULU

reference POCHÓD ROZPOCZĄŁ SIĘ NA PLACU SENATORSKIM ALKAMISTA SENAATINTORILLA A
PIERWSZA W SZEREGU SZŁA SZKOŁA TAŃCA SAMBY SAMBIC TANSSIKOULU

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=30303&actionaction=history
id train-5

hypothesis DZIESIĄTEGO PAŹDZIERNIKA W KATOWICKIM SPODKU ODBĘDZIE SIĘ DWUDZIESTA
DZIEWIĄTA EDYCJA RAWA BLUES FESTIVAL NAJWIĘKSZEJ BLUESOWEJ IMPREZY TYPU IN-
DOOR W EUROPIE

reference DZIESIĄTEGO PAŹDZIERNIKA W KATOWICKIM SPODKU ODBĘDZIE SIĘ DWUDZIESTA
DZIEWIĄTA EDYCJA RAWA BLUES FESTIVAL NAJWIĘKSZEJ BLUESOWEJ IMPREZY TYPU IN-
DOOR W EUROPIE

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=25476&actionaction=history
id train-6

hypothesis PRZEPROWADZONE W POŁOWIE GRUDNIA DWUSTRONNE ROZMOWY NIE PRZYNIOSŁY
REZULTATU

reference PRZEPROWADZONE W POŁOWIE GRUDNIA DWUSTRONNE ROZMOWY NIE PRZYNIOSŁY
REZULTATU

source https://pl.wikinews.org/w/index.php?curid=5050&actionaction=history

Table 2: Dataset samples



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2019-05-25 (Saturday) 9:30-11:00 (A1-22/23)  
PolNet development using VisDic and DebVisic, presentation of tools used for building the PolNet – 
Polish Wordnet system at the Dep. of Comp. Linguistic and AI  
Zygmunt Vetulani, Bartłomiej Kochanowski 
  
Important reading: 
Pala, K., Horák, A., Rambousek, A., Vetulani, Z., Konieczka, P., Marciniak, J., Obrębski, T., Rzepecki P., Walkowska, 

J., (2007): DEB Platform tools for effective development of WordNets in application to PolNet, in: Z. Vetulani 
(ed.) Proceedings of the 3rd Language and Technology Conference: Human Language Technologies as a 
Challenge for Computer Science and Linguistics, October 5-7, 2007, Poznań, Poland, Wyd. Poznańskie, Poznań, 
pp. 514-518.  

 
For the PolNet development bibliography see Annex 5. 
 
The version 1.0 of PolNet obtained using the DEB Platform (VisDic and DebVisdic) may be downloaded from: 
http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-polish-wordnet-
v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/  
(contact: Zygmunt Vetulani) 
 
For the DEB platform see: https://deb.fi.muni.cz/proj_debvisdic.php  

 
 

http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-polish-wordnet-v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/
http://metashare.elda.org/repository/browse/polnet-polish-wordnet-v1/020d944e6b0011e284b6000423bfd61c6e900f3983534b38b0f3ef39fd2e04da/
https://deb.fi.muni.cz/proj_debvisdic.php
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�� ,QWHUHVWLQJ WRSLFV 	�TXHVWLRQ
D��PHWDSKRUV��
)227%$//�,6�:$5��H�J��VWULNHU��EDWWOH�����
)227%$//�,6�5(/,*,21
E��PXOWLOLQJXDO FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQ�WHDPV
F��VSRQWDQHRXV VSRNHQ ODQJXDJH
G��FRUSRUD DQG�PDFKLQH WUDQVODWLRQ
H��GLFWLRQDULHV

!�!�!

/LQJXLVWLFV RI�IRRWEDOO

�� 6SRUWV�OH[LFRJUDSK\ ���WK�FHQWXU\�

�� 'LFWLRQDULHV DUH SXEOLVKHG HVSHFLDOO\ WR�KHUDOG VSRUWV
HYHQWV ± :RUOG�&XS��(XUR��2O\PSLF�*DPHV��H�J��������
����������

�� *URZLQJ QXPHU�RI�IRRWEDOO�GLFWLRQDULHV LQ�WKH�ODVW WZR
GHFDGHV
± 3216��)DFKJORVVDU )X�EDOO ������
± Ⱥɧɝɥɨ�ɪɭɫɫɤɢɣ�ɢ�ɪɭɫɫɤɨ�ɚɧɝɥɢɣɫɤɢɣ�ɫɥɨɜɚɪɶ�
ɮɭɬɛɨɥɶɧɵɯ�ɬɟɪɦɢɧɨɜ�������
± .DXGHUZHOVFK 'LFWLRQDU\��)X�EDOO �������
HQ��IU��GH��SW��HV��LW��WN

± /HUQZ|UWHUEXFK GHU�)X�EDOOVSUDFKH �������GH��IU
± /DQJHQVFKHLGW��8()$��3UD[LVZ|UWHUEXFK ������
HQ��GH��IU

�� 2ZQ GLFWLRQDULHV LQ������DQG�����

)RRWEDOO�'LFWLRQDULHV
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�� 7KH�ELOLQJXDO *HUPDQ�3ROLVK GLFWLRQDU\ ������

�� 'DV�:|UWHUEXFK GHU�)X�EDOOVSUDFKH 3ROQLVFK�5XVVLVFK�
(QJOLVFK�'HXWVFK ������

�� &RQWHQW��PRUH WKDQ ����� HQWULHV IRU�HDFK ODQJXDJH �SO��UX��
HQ��GH�

�� 0DLQ SDUW��WDEOH ZLWK�WHUPV LQ�DOSKDEHWLF RUGHU�³WKH�PRVW�
IUHTXHQW DQG�PRVW�XVHIXO RUGHU�RI�DQ DOSKDEHWLFDO /63�
GLFWLRQDU\´��+DHQVFK �������������

2ULJLQ DQG�VWUXFWXUH

� 0DFURVWUXFWXUH RI�D�GLFWLRQDU\��OHPPD��ZRUGV��VHOHFWLRQ��
EDVH IRUP��L�H��WKH�IRUP�RI�D�OHPPD��PXOWL�ZRUG XQLWV DV�
OHPPDV

� /HPPD�VHOHFWLRQ

� )RRWEDO WHUPV ± RIILFLDO GRFXPHQWV �H�J��PDWFK DQG�
FRPSHWLWLRQ UHJXODWLRQV���SULQW DQG�RQOLQH�PDWFK UHSRUWV��
79��UDGLR�DQG�0%0�FRPPHQWDU\��

� ODQJXDJH RI�IRRWEDOO�IDQV �IRUXPV��IDQ]LQHV�

� SURSHU QDPHV
8()$�&XS��),)$�:RUOG�&XS

� HSRQ\PV
%RVPDQ�UXOLQJ
SO��URELQVRQDGD�� �VDYH E\�WKH�JRDONHHSHU�

� HQF\FORSHGLF NQRZOHGJH
KDQG RI�JRG � �JRDO VFRUHG LOOHJDOO\ E\�0DUDGRQD������

0DFURVWUXFWXUH ���
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� %DVH�IRUP
3ROLVK DQG�5XVVLDQ�± ULFK LQIOHFWLRQ
3ROLVK DQG�5XVVLDQ�± SHUIHFWLYH�LPSHUIHFWLYH YHUEV��H�J��
Z\JU\ZDü�± Z\JUDü�ÃWR�ZLQ¶

� 0XOWL�ZRUG XQLWV
± YHU\ LPSRUWDQW LQ�/DQJXDJHV IRU�6SHFLDO�3XUSRVHV
± 0:8V YDU\ DFURVV WKH�ODQJXDJHV
H�J��FRPSRXQG

WR�NLFN�RII�± SO��Z]QDZLDü�JUĊ�RG�ĞURGND�ERLVND

0DFURVWUXFWXUH ���

�ǆĂŵƉůĞ͗�DƵůƚŝͲǁŽƌĚ ƵŶŝƚƐ ǁŝƚŚ�ƚŚĞ�ŶŽƵŶ ;EͿ
Ŷ E�н��Ěũ

Ŷ �Ěũ н�E

Ŷ E�;н��ĚũͿ�н�EͲŐĞŶ

Ŷ E�н�WƌĞƉ�;н��ĚũͿ�н�E

Ŷ E�н��ŽŶũ н�E

Ŷ WƌĞƉ н�E�

Ŷ E�н�ZĞůĂƚŝǀĞ �ůĂƵƐĞ

DƵůƚŝͲǁŽƌĚ hŶŝƚƐ ;DthͿ
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0LFURVWUXFWXUH  �,QIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW OHPPD

�� *UDPPDWLFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ
*HUPDQ�QRXQV ± JHQGHU��H�J��PDVFXOLQH��IHPLQLQH��
QHXWUDO
(QJOLVK�± SDUW�RI�VSHHFK��H�J��DGYDQFH Q��DGYDQFH Y

�� 5HJLRQDO YDULHWLHV
(QJOLVK�± *%��IRRWEDOO��YV��86��VRFFHU�
*HUPDQ�± 6ZLVV�RU $XVWULDQ

�� 3UDJPDWLF LQIRUPDWLRQ
LQI IRU�LQIRUPDO

�� /H[LFDO UHODWLRQV �OLNH LQ�:RUG1HW�
± V\QRQLP\
± K\SHURQ\P\

0LFURVWUXFWXUH

)XQFWLRQ RI�H[DPSOHV��WR�VKRZ�WKH�XVH RI�WKH�OHPPD�LQFOXGLQJ LWV
JUDPPDU DQG�OH[LFDO SURSHUWLHV

� 7KH�XVH RI�QRXQV LQ�WKH�GLFWLRQDU\

� 9HUEDO FROORFDWLRQ

� &RPPXQLFDWLYH SURSHUWLHV LQ�WKH�GLFWLRQDU\ �HJ��SDWWHUQV�

0LFURVWUXFWXUH��([DPSOHV
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�� )RRWEDOO��VRFFHU��DQG�ODQJXDJH

�� 7KH�ODQJXDJH RI�IRRWEDOO�± /LQJXLVWLFV ±
/H[LFRJUDSK\

�� 2ULJLQ DQG�VWUXFWXUH RI�WKH�GLFWLRQDU\

�� 0DFURVWUXFWXUH RI�WKH�GLFWLRQDU\

�� 0LFURVWUXFWXUH LQ�WKH�GLFWLRQDU\

�� 'LFWLRQDU\�DV�D�UHODWLRQDO GDWDEDV

�� 'DWD�VWUXFWXUH DV�5'%

�� &RQFOXVLRQV DQG�IXUWKHU ZRUN

3ODQ

([LVWLQJ WRROV DQG�V\VWHPV IRU�PXOWLOLQJXDO
GLFWLRQDULHV

� 7VKZDQH/H[

� /H[RQRP\ �FRPELQHG ZLWK�6NHWFK(QJLQH�

� 0XOWLWHUP �3DUW�RI�6'/�7UDGRV�

0XOWLOLQJXDO GLFWLRQDULHV V\VWHPV
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'LFWLRQDU\�DV�5'%
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7HFKQLFDO�VROXWLRQV

� 'DWDEDVH�VHUYHU 0\64/ ������

� P\VTO�KRPH�DPX�HGX�SO

� (QFRGLQJ�87)��

� SKS0\$GPLQ ���������

� 3+3 ������

� :::�6HUYHU�$SDFKH

� +70/ �

� &66 �

2QOLQH��
KWWS���WDERUHN�KRPH�DPX�HGX�SO�WDERUHNBZVEBSUH]HQWDFMDBG\SORPRZD�VZI

2IIOLQH��
ILOH����8VHUV�MDQXV]�'RFXPHQWV�,QIRUPDW\NDB:6%������3URMHNW���G\SORPR
Z\�WDERUHNBZVEBSUH]HQWDFMDBG\SORPRZD�VZI

08/7,/(;��+RZ GRHV LW ZRUN"
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08/7,/(;� �'LFWLRQDU\�:ULWLQJ 6\VWHP

08/7,/(;��VHDUFK

(GLW�DQG�PRGLI\ H[LVWLQJ HQWULHV

08/7,/(;��HGLW DQG�PRGLI\
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$GG D�QHZ HQWU\ LQWR WKH�GLFWLRQDU\

08/7,/(;��DGG

2SHUDWLQJ�V\VWHPV DQG GHYLFHV

� 26�;�<RVHPLWH ��������± 6DIDUL��0R]LOOD�)LUHIR[

� 06�:LQGRZV���± 0R]LOOD�)LUHIR[��&KURPH��06�
([SORUHU

� $QGURLG�������± &KURPH
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�� 7KH�ODQJXDJH RI�VSRUW��IRRWEDOO��LV DQ
LQWHUHVWLQJ OLQJXLVWLF VXEMHFW

�� 0XOWLOLQJXDO GLFWLRQDULHV FDQ EH�
LPSOHPHQWHG DV�UHODWLRQDO GDWDEDVHV

�� 3UHVHQWHG GDWD�VKRXOG�FDQ EH�WHVWHG ZLWK�
ODUJH FRUSRUD RI�IRRWEDOO�ODQJXDJH

�� )XUWKHU ODQJXDJHV FDQ EH�DGGHG

&RQFOXVLRQV DQG�IXUWKHU ZRUN

%LEOLRJUDSK\

)RRWEDOO�ODQJXDJH UHVVRXUFHV
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KWWS���NLFNWLRQDU\�GH

)RRWEDOO�ODQJXDJH UHVVRXUFHV

KWWS���IX�EDOOLQJXLVWLN�GH

)RRWEDOO�ODQJXDJH UHVRXUFHV
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KWWS���VSRODUHJ�KRPH�DPX�HGX�SO

6SRUWV�/DQJXDJH�5HVHDUFK *URXS

/ŶĨŽƌŵĂĐũĞ�ĂŬƚƵĂůŶĞ͗�ƐƚƌŽŶĂ�ǁǁǁ

dŚĂŶŬ ǇŽƵ ĨŽƌ�ǇŽƵƌ ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ͊



2019-05-27 (Monday) 9:00-12:00 
Presentation of Adam Mickiewicz University Fundation (FUAM) and Poznań Science and Technology 
Parc (PPNT)  (Zygmunt Vetulani) 
 
Guided visit at the Poznan Science and Technology Park/Foundation of the Adam Mickiewicz University 
(PPNT/FUAM) 
Web site https://fuam.pl/en/ 
Contact person: Dr. Justyna Cięgotura, Deputy Director, Board Member of Adam Mickiewicz University 
Foundation, Deputy Director of Poznan Science and Technology Park 
tel. +48 61 827 97 00 
mail: Justyna.Ciegotura@ppnt.poznan.pl 
 
 

https://fuam.pl/en/


Guidelines for NLP Tools Workshop 

One of main objectives of CLASS project is to develop new natural language processing 
resources and tools for the Uzbek and Kazakh languages to support implementation of 
the teaching master program in Computational Linguistics (cf. Detailed Project 
Description). 
   Therefore, we reserve the last day of AMU training for the discussion of ideas, 
methodologies and strategies for the development of new NLP tools and resources. In 
order to streamline the discussion we ask each CA partner to prepare a 20-minutes-long 
presentation that outlines your view of the topic and your needs.  
   Among others, the following issues should be considered. What tools and electronic 
resources are available right now for both the Uzbek and Kazakh languages? What NLP 
resources and related tools should be developed to support the execution of the 
computational linguistics program? What lexical resources have to be created for the 
purpose of NLP tools development? How to coordinate the work of computer scientists 
and linguists of both concerned countries to develop the tools, resources methodologies 
useful for development bi- or multilingual resources and tools taking into account that the 
CLASS project is supposed to equally cover both Kazakhs and Uzbek needs. How to 
preserve the results and quarantee the open access, according to the EU principles?  
 
Formal requirements. 
Each university participating in the training must present ONE short documment (of the 
size of two full standart pages of 7000 characters (inc. spaces), in form of an editable text 
/doc/ and pdf). This document should your opinions and its content should correspond to 
your present needs and expectations conerning both your reasearch and teaching 
purposes (in the context of the CLASS project). Concensus within teams is required. 
 
The text scould be organised into sections corresponding th the following basic questions. 
1. What are your main professional needs concerning tools/resources (traditional or 
electronic) (language /Kazakh, Uzbek, both, other/, nature of the tool/resource, 
purposes). Please focuss on three resources/tools and rank them. 
2.What tools and electronic for Uzbek and Kazakh languages you use or intend to use and 
what is their availability now (free available, restricted availability, unnknown /”we do not 
know”/). 
3. What are the resources/tools in the development of which you intend to participate. 
How do you define your role (leader/coordinator, development partner, end user 
representative). 
4. What is your idea concerning the CLASS cooperation model among the CA partners for 
the developement of NLP tools/resources (as required in the WP3) 
5. Other. 
 
Please do NOT make any introduction, as the one in this guidelines! 
 
This report is required should not be consulted with other teams before the NLP 
Workshop on May 28. 
 
The report should be delivered on May 27, 2019, at latest by e-mail to: 
vetulani@amu.edu.pl. 
 
Done in Poznań, May 25. 
 

CLASS Training Organizers 

mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
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2019-05-28 (Tuesday) 11:45-13:15  
Presentation of POLINT-112-SMS system, (Aula C) 
Zygmunt Vetulani, Marek Kubis 
 

For the application POLINT-112-SMS consult: 
Z. Vetulani, J. Osiński (2017): "Intelligent Information Bypass for More Efficient Emergency Management", 

Computational Methods in Science and Technology 23(2), DOI:10.12921/cmst.2017.0000019, ISSN 1505-0602, 
e-ISSN 2353-9453 pp. 105–123. 
http://cmst.eu/articles/intelligent-information-bypass-for-more-efficient-emergency-management/ 

Vetulani Z., Marciniak J. (2011) Natural Language Based Communication between Human Users and the 
Emergency Center: POLINT-112-SMS. In: Vetulani Z. (eds) Human Language Technology. Challenges for 
Computer Science and Linguistics. LTC 2009. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 6562. Springer, Berlin, 
Heidelberg, 303 – 314. 
https://rd.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-20095-3_28#citeas 

Vetulani, Z. (2012):  Language Resources in a Public Security Application with Text Understanding Competence. 
A Case Study: POLINT-112-SMS. Proceedings of the LRPS Workshop at LREC 2012, May 27, 2012. Istanbul, 
Turkey. ELRA: Paris. ISBN 978-2-9517408-7-7, pp. 54 – 63. 
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html  (to download go to workshop W47 (LRPS)), pp. 54 
– 63). 

Walkowska, J. (2012): Modelowanie kompetencji dialogowej człowieka na potrzeby jej emulacji w zarządzających 
wiedzą systemach informatycznych współpracujących z wieloma użytkownikami, (in Polish). PhD thesis, IPI 
PAN, February 2012, Warszawa (consult the Author /Justyna Walkowska/). 

Vetulani, Z., Marcinak, J., Obrębski, J., Vetulani, G., Dabrowski, A., Kubis, M., Osiński, J., Walkowska, J., Kubacki, 
P., Witalewski, K. (2010): Zasoby językowe i technologie przetwarzania tekstu. POLINT-112-SMS jako przykład 
aplikacji z zakresu bezpieczeństwa publicznego (in Polish) (Language resources and text processing 
technologies. POLINT-112-SMS as example of homeland security oriented application), ISBN 978-83-232-2155-
5, Adam Mickiewicz University Press: Poznań. 
(contact: vetulani@amu.edu.pl ) 
 

For resources, see the following paper presented at the Workshop on Language Resources for Public 
Security Applications (W47) /LREC 2012/. 
 
Zygmunt Vetulani, Z., Geoffrois, E., Czarnecki, W., Kochanowski, B. (2012): "Language Resources for Public 

Security Applications: Needs and Specificities, Proceedings, Paris, pp. 54-63. 
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html (LREC 2012 web site) 
http://www.lrec-
conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/workshops/23.LREC%202012%20Public%20Security%20Proceedings.pdf  
 

 

For the commented POLINT-112-SMS session conducted in the training – see next pages. 

http://cmst.eu/articles/intelligent-information-bypass-for-more-efficient-emergency-management/
https://rd.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-20095-3_28#citeas
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
mailto:vetulani@amu.edu.pl
http://www.lrec-conf.org/lrec2012/
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/workshops/23.LREC%202012%20Public%20Security%20Proceedings.pdf
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/workshops/23.LREC%202012%20Public%20Security%20Proceedings.pdf
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/index.html
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/workshops/23.LREC%202012%20Public%20Security%20Proceedings.pdf
http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2012/workshops/23.LREC%202012%20Public%20Security%20Proceedings.pdf
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